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Abstract
The main goal of this paper is the realization that some formal basic results and de.nitions of the math-
ematical formalism of the quantum mechanics have a solid mathematical basis. In particular, we justify the
so-called “delta” normalization in the continuous case introduced by Dirac (P.A.M. Dirac, The principles of
Quantum Mechanics, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1930, pp. 66–68), works that are of fundamental importance
in the foundation of the modern quantum physics. This formal mathematical tool had not, until now, a rig-
orous counterpart, neither in the area of the rigged Hilbert spaces theory. It is possible to .nd a systematic
application of the above mentioned formal tool in (W. Pauli, Wellenmechanik, 1958), (R. Shankar, Principles
of Quantum Mechanics, Plenum Press, New York, 1994) and others.
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0. Preliminaries and notations on tempered distributions
In this paper, we shall use the following notations:
(1) n; m; h; k are natural numbers, and we put N(6 k) = {i}ki=1 = {1; : : : ; k};
(2) n is the Lebesgue measure on Rn; (·) = I(R;C) is the immersion of R in C and, if X is a
nonempty set, IX = (·)X is the identity map on X ;
(3) if X and Y are two topological vector spaces on K, Hom(X; Y ) is the set of all the linear
operators from X to Y , L(X; Y ) is the set of all the linear and continuous operators from X to Y ,
X ′ =Hom(X;K) is the algebraic dual of X and X ∗ =L(X;K) is the topological dual of X ;
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(4) Sn =Sn(K) := S(Rn;K) is the (n;K)-Schwartz space, that is the set of all the smooth
functions (i.e., of class C∞) of Rn in K rapidly decreasing at in1nity (the functions and all their
derivatives tend to 0 at ±∞ faster than the reciprocal of any polynomial):
S(Rn;K) = {f∈C∞(Rn;K): ∀; ∈Nn0; lim|x|→∞ |x
Df(x)|= 0}:
(5) S(n) is the standard Schwartz topology on Sn, which is a topology generated by a metric: in
fact, Sn is closed under diKerentiation and multiplication by polynomials, so for each nonnegative
integer k, we can de.ne pk on Sn by
pk(f) = sup
x∈Rn
max
;∈Nn0
06||;||6k
|xDf(x)|:
Each pk is a norm on Sn, and pk(f)6pk+1(f) for all f∈Sn, the pair (Sn; (pk)k∈N0) is a
countably complete normed space and so a Fr(echet space (see also [4,1]);
(6) S′n :=S′(Rn;K) is the space of tempered distributions from Rn to K, that is, the topological
dual of the topological vector space (Sn;S(n)), i.e., S′n = (Sn;S(n))∗;
(7) if x∈Rn, x is the distribution of Dirac on Sn centered at x, i.e., the functional:
x :Sn → K:  → (x);
(8) if f∈OM (Rn;K) = {g∈C∞(Rn;K): ∀∈Sn(K); g∈Sn(K)}, then the functional
[f] = [f]n :Sn → K :  →
∫
Rn
f dn
is a tempered distribution, called the regular distribution generated by f (see [1, p 110]);
(9) Let a; b∈R= = R \ {0}, S
(a;b)
is the (a; b)-Fourier–Schwartz transformation, i.e., the operator
S
(a;b)
:Sn →Sn; such that, for all f∈Sn and ∈Rn, one has
S
(a;b)
(f)() =
(
1
a
)n ∫
Rn
fe−ib(·|) dn =
[(
1
a
)n
e−ib(·|)
]
(f);
where (·|·) is the standard scalar product on Rn. Moreover, we recall that S
(a;b)
is a homeomorphism
with respect to the standard topology S(n) and, concerning its inverse, for every x∈Rn and g∈Sn,
one has
S
(a;b)
−(g)(x) =
( |b|a
2
)n ∫
Rn
geib(x|·) dn = S
(2=(|b|a);−b)
(g)(x);
(10) Let a; b∈R =, F
(a;b)
is the (a; b)-Fourier transformation on the space of tempered distributions,
i.e., the operator F
(a;b)
:S′n →S′n, such that, for all u∈S′n and for every ∈Sn, one has F
(a;b)
(u)()=
u(S
(a;b)
()), i.e., the transpose of S
(a;b)
: F
(a;b)
=t (S
(a;b)
). Moreover, we recall that F
(a;b)
is a homeomorphism
in the weak* topology ∗n = (S′n;Sn) and that one has F−
(a;b)
= F
(2=(|b|a);−b)
moreover, for all ∈Nn0,
F
(a;b)
(u()) = (bi)IRn F
(a;b)
(u) and F
(a;b)
(IRnu) = (
i
b)
(F
(a;b)
(u))().
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1. Regular families
We shall denote by s(Rm;S′n) the space of all the families in S′n indexed by Rm, i.e., the set of
all the surjective maps from Rm onto a subset of S′n. Moreover, if v is one of these families, for
each p∈Rm, the distribution v(p) is denoted by vp, and v also by (vp)p∈Rm . The set s(Rm;S′n) is
a vector space with respect to the following standard operations:
(i) The addition + : s(Rm;S′n)2 → s(Rm;S′n) : (v; w) → v+w, where v+w=(vp +wp)p∈Rm , i.e.,
(v+ w)p = vp + wp.
(ii) The multiplication by scalars · : K×s(Rm;S′n)→ s(Rm;S′n) : (!; v) → !v where !v=(!vp)p∈Rm ,
i.e., (!v)(p) = (!v)p = !vp.
Denition 1.1 (Family of tempered distributions of class S). Let v∈ s(Rm;S′n) be a family of tem-
pered distributions. The family v is said to be a family of class S or an S-family if, for each ∈Sn,
the map v() from Rm to K, de.ned by
v() :Rm → K :p → v()(p) = vp();
belongs to the space S(Rm;K). The map v() is called the image of  under v.
Example 1.1 (Family v∈ s(Rn;S′(Rn;K)) of class S). The Dirac family in S′(Rn;K), i.e., the
family  = (y)y∈Rn ; is of class S. In fact, for each ∈S(Rn;K) and for each p in Rn, one
has ()(p) = p() = (p); thus one has () = ; so the image of  under the family  is 
itself that is an S-function.
Denition 1.2 (Operator generated by an S-family of tempered distributions). Let v∈S(Rm;S′n)
be an S-family of tempered distributions. The operator generated by the family v (or associated
with v) is the operator
vˆ :Sn →Sm : → v();
that is, de.ned by vˆ()(p) = vp(), for each  in Sn and for each p in Rm.
Obviously vˆ is a linear operator.
Theorem 1.1. Let v∈S(Rm;S′n) be an S-family. Then, for every a∈S′m one has that a◦ vˆ∈S′n.
Proof. Let a∈S′m. Because the subspace span({y}y∈Rm) is sequentially dense in S′m (see [2, p.
205]), there is a sequence of distributions (k)k∈N in span({y}y∈Rm) such that (S′m;Sm) lim
k→+∞
k =a.
Now, since k ∈ span({y}y∈Rm) there exist a .nite set {yi}hi=1 in Rm and a .nite set {!i}hi=1 in K
such that k =
∑h
i=1 !iyi , thus k ◦ vˆ =
∑h
i=1 !ivyi , hence, for every k ∈N, the composition k ◦ vˆ
belongs to S′n; moreover, let $ be the topology of the pointwise convergence in Hom(Sn;K), one
has $ lim
k→+∞
k ◦ vˆ= a ◦ vˆ, in fact
lim
k→+∞
(k ◦ vˆ)() = lim
k→+∞
k(vˆ()) = a(vˆ());
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so we have that (k ◦ vˆ)k∈N $→a ◦ vˆ and {k ◦ vˆ}k∈N ⊂S′n, then, by the completeness theorem of S′n
(see [3, p. 602]), one has a ◦ vˆ∈S′n.
Denition 1.3 (Superposition). Let v∈S(Rm;S′n). The distribution a ◦ vˆ is called the superposition
of v with respect to a and it is denoted by∫
Rm
av:
Moreover the operator∫
Rm
(·; v) :S′m →S′n : a → a ◦ vˆ
is called the superposition operator of v.
Notation 1.1. In the following, we shall use the map [ · ]n :Sn → [Sn]n : → []n, where [Sn]n is
the set of all the regular distributions of class S and
[]n :Sn → K :  →
∫
Rn
 dn:
[ · ]n is bijective and its inverse is denoted by ] · [n.
Denition 1.4 (Regular family). Let v∈S(Rm;S′n). v is said to be regular if, for every  ∈Sm
one has that [ ]m ◦ vˆ is a regular distribution of class S, i.e., if there exists a ∈Sn such that∫
Rm
[ ]mv= []n:
In other words, v is regular if and only if the superposition operator of v sends each regular distri-
bution of class S into a regular distribution of class S.
Example 1.2. The Dirac’s family is a regular family, in fact∫
Rn
[ ]n= [ ]n ◦ ˆ= [ ]n ◦ ISn ∈ [Sn]n:
The set of all the regular families is denoted by SR(Rm;S′n).
2. Regular operators and the weak adjoint of a regular operator
Denition 2.1 (Regular operator). Let A :Sn →Sm be a linear operator. A is said to be regular if
there exists a B∈Hom(Sm;Sn) such that, for every ∈Sn and  ∈Sm, one has [A()]m( ) =
[B( )]n(). In other words, B is such that, for every ∈Sn, one has
[]n ◦ B= [A()]m
or yet, for every  ∈Sm one has [ ]m ◦ A= [B( )]n.
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If A is a regular operator, how many B ful.ll the property of the above de.nition? The following
proposition answers to the question.
Proposition 2.1. Let A∈Hom(Sn;Sm) be a regular operator. Then there exists a unique B that
ful1lls the above de1nition.
Proof. It’s evident because the mapping
[ · ]n :Sn → [Sn]n : → []n
is a bijection and so, for  ∈Sm one has B( ) = [ · ]−n ([ ]m ◦ A).
If X and Y are two topological vector spaces and A∈Hom(X; Y ), the algebraic adjoint of A is the
operator ∗A :Y ′ → X ′ :L → L ◦ A. If for all L∈Y ∗ one has L ◦ A∈X ∗, A is said to be transposable
and its transpose is the map tA :Y ∗ → X ∗ :L → L ◦ A.
Denition 2.2 (Weak adjoint). Let A∈Hom(Sn;Sm) be a regular operator. The unique B de.ned
by B= [ · ]−n ◦ ∗A ◦ [ · ]m, where ∗A is the algebraic adjoint of A, is called the weak adjoint of A and
it is denoted by A∗. Hence A∗ = [ · ]−n ◦ ∗A ◦ [ · ]m; and thus the following diagram is commutative
Sn
A∗← Sm
]·[n ↑ ↓ [·]m
[Sn]
∗A← [Sm]
:
Proposition 2.2. Let A be a regular operator. Then A∗ is regular and (A∗)∗ = A.
Proof. By the de.nition of regularity for A in its second form one has []n ◦A∗=[A()]m, for every
∈Sn, but this is also the third form of the de.nition of the weak adjoint of A∗, and precisely
(A∗)∗ = A.
3. Regular operators and their extensions
Now, we show the fundamental relation between regularity of a family and the regularity of the
generated operator.
Theorem 3.1 (Characterization of regularity). Let v∈S(Rm;S′n). Then, v is regular if and only if
vˆ is regular.
Proof. ⇒) Let v be regular. Then, for every  ∈Sm, we have [ ]m ◦ vˆ∈ [Sn]n. Hence for every
 ∈Sm ∃ ∗ ∈Sn such that [ ]m ◦ vˆ= [ ∗]n; moreover  ∗ is the only one that satis.es the property
because [ · ]n is bijective. So we can consider the following map:
B :Sm →Sn :  →  ∗ = ][ ]m ◦ vˆ[n:
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We have [B( )]n = [ ]m ◦ vˆ; i.e., vˆ is regular and
(vˆ)∗( ) = B( ) = ][ ]m ◦ vˆ[n = ]
∫
Rm
[ ]mv[n;
i.e., (vˆ)∗ = ] · [n ◦ [ · ]m ◦ vˆ.
(⇐) Let vˆ be regular. We have [ ]m ◦ vˆ= [(vˆ)∗( )]n ∈ [Sn]n: Q: E: D.
Theorem 3.2. Let A∈Hom(Sn;Sm). Then A is transposable if and only if, for every p∈Rm, one
has p ◦ A∈S′n.
Proof. (⇒) It’s obvious. In fact, we have p ◦ A= $A(p).
(⇐) Let a∈S′m. Because the subspace span({y}y∈Rm) is sequentially dense in S′m (see [2, p.
205]), there is a sequence of distributions (k)k∈N in span({y}y∈Rm) such that (S′m;Sm) lim
k→+∞
k =a.
Now, since k ∈ span({y}y∈Rm) there exist a .nite set {yi}hi=1 in Rm and a .nite set {!i}hi=1 in K
such that k =
∑h
i=1 !iyi , thus k ◦ A =
∑h
i=1 !iyi ◦ A =
∑h
i=1 !i(yi ◦ A), hence, for every k ∈N,
the composition k ◦A belongs to S′n; moreover, let $ be the topology of the pointwise convergence
in Hom(Sn;K), one has $ lim
k→+∞
k ◦ A= a ◦ A; in fact
lim
k→+∞
(k ◦ A)() = lim
k→+∞
k(A()) = a(A());
so we have that (k ◦ A)k∈N $→a ◦ A and that {k ◦ A}k∈N ⊂S′n, then, by the completeness theorem
of S′n (see [3, p. 602]), one has a ◦ A∈S′n.
Theorem 3.3. Let A∈Hom(Sn;Sm) be a regular operator. Then A is a transposable operator.
Proof. Let a∈S′m: Because [Sm]m is sequentially dense in S′m (see [3]), there exists a sequence
(k)k∈N in [Sm] such that (S
′
m;Sm) lim
k→+∞
k = a. One has k ◦ A∈S′n, since A is a regular operator.
Moreover,
lim
k→+∞
(k ◦ A)() = lim
k→+∞
k(A()) = a(A()) = (a ◦ A)();
so by the completeness theorem of S′n we have a ◦ A∈S′n.
Theorem 3.4. Let A∈Hom(Sn;Sm) be a regular operator. Then for every u∈S′n, u ◦ A∗ lies in
S′m.
Proof. A is regular and so A∗ is also regular and then it is transposable, i.e., for every u∈S′n,
u ◦ A∗ ∈Sm.
Denition 3.1 (Quantum extension of a regular operator). Let A :Sn →Sm be a linear and regular
operator. The operator A˜ : S′n → S′m : u → u ◦ A∗ is called the quantum extension of A, i.e.,
A˜=t (A∗).
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4. L2-product and the system of Fourier coe(cients
Denition 4.1 (Conjugate distribution). Let u∈S′(Rn;C) be a distribution. The conjugate distri-
bution of u is the distribution Tu de.ned by Tu() := u( T), for each ∈S(Rn;C). Moreover, a
distribution u∈S′(Rn;C) is called a real distribution if it is equal to its conjugate.
Example 4.1 (Conjugate of delta). Let a∈Rn, for every ∈Sn, one has a() := a( T) = T(a) =
(a) = a(); i.e., a = a and thus the Dirac “delta functions” are real distributions.
Let  ∈OM (Rn;C). The conjugate distribution associated with  is the distribution generated by
T , i.e., de.ned by
[ T ] :Sn → C : → 〈 |〉L2 =
∫
Rn
T  d:
Theorem 4.1 (Consistency). Let  ∈OM (Rn;C). Then, the conjugate distribution associated with  
is the conjugate of the regular distribution generated by  , i.e., one has [ T ] = [ ].
Proof. For each ∈S(Rn;C), one has
[ ]() = [ ]( T) =
∫
Rn
 T d =
∫
Rn
T  d = [ T ]();
and so [ ] = [ T ].
Denition 4.2 (Conjugate family). Let I be a nonempty set, and v = (vi)i∈I be a family of distri-
butions in S′(Rn;C) indexed by I . The conjugate of v is the family de.ned by ( Tv)i = vi, for each
i∈ I .
Theorem 4.2. Let v∈S(Rm;S′n). Then, Tv is of class S. Moreover, if v is regular then Tv is regular.
Proof. Let ∈Sn and p∈Rm, one has
Tv()(p) = ( Tv)p() = vp() = vp( T) = v( T)(p) = v( T)(p);
so we have Tv() = v( T). Now, ∈Sn thus T∈Sn and so because v is of class S we have
v( T)∈Sm and concluding v( T)∈Sm. We proved that Tv∈S(Rm;S′n).
Let v∈SR(Rm;S′n) we have that, ∀ ∈Sm ∃∈Sn such that
∫
Rm [ ]v = []; then, for every
∈Sn, one has(∫
Rm
[ ] Tv
)
() = [ ]( Tˆv())
= [ ](v( T))
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=
∫
Rm
 v( T) dm
=
∫
Rm
T v( T) dm
= [ T ](v( T))
=
(∫
Rm
[ T ]v
)
( T)
= [f]( T) = [f]= [ Tf]();
where f∈Sn is such that Rm[ T ]v=[f], (f exists there because v is regular), concluding
∫
Rm [ ] Tv=
[ Tf], and so Tv is regular.
Because Tv is regular we can consider the quantum extension of Tˆv: we denote it by T˜v.
At this point we can de.ne the main concept of the paper.
Denition 4.3 (L2-product on S′(Rn;C)). Let SR(Rn;S′n(C)) be the space of regular families. The
L2-product on S′n(C) is the following application
(·|·)L2 :S′n(C)×SR(Rn;S′n(C))→S′n(C) : (u; v) → (u|v)L2 = Tv(u);
i.e., de.ned by (u|v)L2 = T˜v(u) = u ◦ ( Tˆv)∗; for each u∈S′(Rn;C) and v∈SR(Rn;S′n(C)), where T˜v
is the quantum extension of the operator generated by the conjugate family of v (that is regular
because v is regular).
Moreover, let v∈SR(Rn;S′(Rn;C)), the Fourier coe:cients operator with respect to v is the
operator (·|v)L2 , i.e.,
(·|v)L2 :S′(Rn;C)→S′(Rn;C) : u → T˜v(u)
and the system of Fourier coe:cients of u∈S′(Rn;C) with respect to v is the tempered distribution
(u|v)L2 .
Example 4.2 (Dirac family). Let  = (y)y∈Rn , be the Dirac family. Taking into account that the
family  coincides with its conjugate:  = T, for every u∈S′(Rn;C), one has (·|)L2(u) = T˜(u) =
˜(u) = u ◦ (ˆ)∗ = u ◦ (·)S(Rn;C) = u. Hence the Fourier coeUcients operator with respect to the Dirac
family is the identity on S′(Rn;C) (as one has in the euclidean .nite dimensional vector spaces
with their canonical bases).
5. Dirac orthonormality
Denition 5.1 (-orthogonality and -orthonormality). A family of nonnull distributions v∈SR
(Rm;S′n(C)) is de.ned Dirac orthogonal or -orthogonal if there exists a function f :Rm → C
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such that (vp|v)L2 = fp, for each m-tuple p. v is said Dirac orthonormal or -orthonormal if
(vp|v)L2 = p, for each m-tuple p, i.e., if it is -orthogonal and moreover the above function f is
the constant functional 1Rm .
Example 5.1 (Dirac family in S′n). One has (y|)L2 = y, for each n-tuple y, thus the family  is
-orthonormal.
Example 5.2 (Family of the extended eigenfunctions of the momentum operator in S′1(C)): The
operator associated with the family v = (vp)p∈R = ([e
i
(p|·)˝])p∈R, is the operator F
(1;−1=˝)
. Now, one
has F
(a;b)
([ei(·)]) = 2a|b|=b, thus
(vp|v)L2 = F
(1;1=˝)
([e
i(p|·)
˝ ]) = F
(1;1=˝)
([e
p
˝ i(·)]) =
2
1=˝ (p=˝)(˝) = 2˝p;
hence the family v is -orthogonal but it is not -orthonormal. The family w = v=
√
2˝ is -
orthonormal, in fact
(wp|w)L2 = (vp=
√
2˝|v=
√
2˝)L2 =
1
2˝ (vp|v)L2 =
1
2˝ (2˝p) = p:
Open problem. If v is -orthogonal and (vp|v)L2 =fp, for every p∈Rm, is f a positive function?
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